Fresh Ideas inFood Manufacturing

Optimizing Your Operations
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Food Industry Opportunities
in the 21st Century
Manufacturing Agility
Consumers today are demanding a greater variety of food products. Their buying
behaviors include pre-packaged meals, products that reflect their ethnic backgrounds,
familiar products with unique flavors, and products packaged to meet their lifestyle
needs. To meet consumer demands and quickly bring new products to market, food
manufacturers must be agile and have the ability to manufacture multiple products on
existing production lines. Rockwell Automation

s Integrated Architecture and

expertise in Manufacturing Execution Systems
deployment help provide manufacturing agility, allowing for quick product line
changeovers and rapid system conversions for new product introductions.

Emerging Markets
In emerging markets, such as Asia and Latin America, companies are increasing their
capacity with new facilities to meet the growing population demands. These new
production facilities leverage the latest technology and are typically state-of-the-art.
Rockwell Automation has worked closely with food OEMs, design firms, and food
manufacturers to provide solutions for these new facilities, which in many cases,
involve implementation teams that span multiple countries. Rockwell Automation s
global capabilities, food industry expertise and experience
are keys to their success.

Improved Margins
Globalization and merger activity within the food industry have created a very competitive environment, effectively reducing operating margins
for food manufacturing companies. In response, food companies are consolidating operations in their established markets, implementing
continuous improvement initiatives, and investing in new facilities in emerging markets, in order to reduce operating costs and improve margins.
Rockwell Automation

s consulting services, system implementations, and breadth of product offerings help food manufacturers respond

positively to market conditions and achieve their operating margin goals.

Power Retailer Impact on Manufacturing
Food companies have had to adjust their manufacturing and supply chain strategies to meet
the demands of the Power Retailers. These retailers employ a just-in-time supply model,
whereby food manufacturers must respond quickly to changes in demand. Food companies
can no longer manufacture to stock, but must adjust production, almost on a daily basis, to
meet the demands of the Power Retailers. Rockwell Automation can assist food
manufacturers in deploying systems that link their supply chain with factory floor production.
These systems enable manufacturers to convert retailer demand to a plant production
schedule, and execute production operations to meet that schedule.

Rockwell Automation

Food Manufacturing
Optimization Solutions

Regulatory Data Management
Solutions that measure, collect, record, and report on the critical data necessary to monitor
operations and help with regulatory compliance for food safety and security.
• Food Safety and Security

• Record Accuracy and Authenticity

• Regulatory Compliance

• Brand Equity

Tracking and Genealogy
Solutions that track and record the resources used (raw materials, people, equipment) and actions
taken during each step of production and generate a complete genealogy for each lot of production.
• Food Safety and Security

• Brand Equity

• Product Recall

• Regulatory Compliance

Production Optimization
Automation and Information Solutions to better monitor and control production operations for improved
efficiency and effectiveness to help improve yield, reduce scrap, and reduce operating costs.
• Consistent Quality

• Reduce Waste and Rework

• Production Flexibility

• Improve Yield

• Reduce Cycle Time

• Throughput

Scheduling and Order Execution
Solutions to schedule and monitor production orders, provide work instructions and procedures,
and analyze operations to improve execution on the factory floor.
• Scheduling

• Inventory Management

• Supply Chain Logistics

• Optimize Equipment Usage

Recipe Management
Automation and Information Solutions to better manage corporate and site-specific product recipes
and production processes to help ensure consistency.
• Consistent Quality

• Reduce Waste and Rework

• Improve Yield

• Reduce Cycle Time

• Product Specification Management

Asset Utilization
Solutions to design, monitor and control the safety and utilization of assets in the manufacturing
facility including equipment, machines, utilities, and labor.
• Equipment Reliability

• Production Consolidation

• Production Flexibility

• Allocation and Utilization of Resources

Food Manufacturing
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ROCKWELL AUTOMATION is the partner of choice for food processing and manufacturing
companies who want to meet their cost, quality, flexibility, and regulatory challenges ®C from raw material through
final shipment.

Rockwell Automation Food Manufacturing Optimization solutions focus on the business issues facing the food
industry and address every phase of food manufacturing operations. Elements of the solutions include products (field
devices, control systems, visualization platforms, information systems) and services (consulting, project
management and implementation, support) that are required to successfully implement and improve operations.
Rockwell Automation domain expertise and information-enabled architecture easily integrate with business systems
to help optimize utilization of valuable and limited human, physical and financial assets, and to help minimize waste
while satisfying demanding consumers and retailers.

Food Manufacturing Optimization Solutions in Action
A Sampling of Successes in the Food Industry

ENZAFOODS Ltd.

Tegel Foods

Implemented plant-wide solutions for apple juice

Implemented feed forward control systems upgrade

concentrate production

Optimized operation of feed presses

Improved data gathering

Increased throughput 10%

Reduced installation costs 30%

Reduced press downtime 40%

Improved quality, yields, and efficiency

Freed up operator time

Reduced maintenance
ACHIEVED ROI IN 3 MONTHS
REDUCED FRUIT PROCESSING COSTS 30%
Every recipe or diet is stored, so that the machinery
By providing tighter control of the process and better visibility to

automatically operates at the optimum conditions for that recipe.

the operators, the quality of the product was noticeably

There s no fine-tuning required by the operator. As diverse as

improved.

some of the

MARK HEATH, PROJECT MANAGER, STREAT AUTOMATION

recipes are, the press is always under control.

(SYSTEMS INTEGRATOR FOR ENZAFOODS LTD.)

WHAREHOE LISSINGTON, PRODUCTION MANAGER, TEGEL FOODS

Kerry Ingredients

Triangle Packaging

Deployed an automated bulk-flour handling solution

New vertical cartoner machine

Completed with minimal production disruption

Integrated motion and machine control

Improved quality, usability, and yield

Increased cycle rate and time

Improved efficiency 35%

Reduced floor space and maintenance costs
Decreased engineering time

ESTIMATED ROI IN 2 YEARS
REDUCED CHANGEOVER TIME TO 10 MINUTES
"The new [flour weighing] system is fully automatic

you get a

degree of consistency that you didn't have before and that, in

The flexible architecture allows us to reuse the design and

itself, has reduced rework and operator error The amount of

simplify engineering tasks

We were able to design an

waste that you produce has been reduced considerably...It has

affordable machine that provides our customers with the highest

significantly improved the process."

level of flexibility and quality.

AL ZENONI, SITE ENGINEER, KERRY INGREDIENTS

STEVE BERGHOLT, CHIEF ELECTRONICS ENGINEER, TRIANGLE
PACKAGING

Leahy Orchards
Fresh Foods Manufacturer

Implemented plant performance solution
Created real-time, web-based access to critical data

Implemented automated production scheduling solution

Optimized operations

Integrated with SAP/3 enterprise resource planning system

Increased daily efficiency to 80-90%

Reduced product shortages and over-production

Reduced scrap 40-50%

Reduced scheduled generation time

Increased production output 10%

Gained consistency in production and delivery schedules
across plants

ACHIEVED ROI IN <8 MONTHS
CUT ORDER TURNAROUND TIME TO 12-24 HOURS

Major Cereal Producer
Upgraded packaging line to fully integrated control system
Improved flexibility of pouch size, product type, and pouch
configurations
Increased pouching machine production speed to 600-700
pouches/minute

results

Increased cartoner throughput to 120-140 cartons/minute
INCREASED THROUGHPUT40%

Food Manufacturing in Today's
Global Market

2002

Food Security
Food security focuses on taking all possible steps to prevent malicious contamination, and
to make product recall as rapid as possible to minimize potential harm to the public. Plant
information management systems, particularly related to materials receipt and usage, have
increased in importance with the introduction of the Bioterrorism Act of 2002. Accurate and
timely information has benefits beyond food security as it provides a basis for optimal
resource management, enabling improved inventory management and lower costs.

Financial Performance
Financial performance is directly impacted by consumers

buying habits which are based

on the recognition and perception of the brand value of food products they purchase. Food
manufacturers today focus on increasing the diversity and mix of products to meet
consumer demands. Key to sustained positive financial performance is the ability to
increase the number and mix of products, while maintaining production capacity.

Customer Satisfaction
Customer satisfaction with food products translates into brand value for food
manufacturers. Consistent freshness, taste, and appearance are all vital to brand value. To
maintain customer satisfaction, while increasing product diversity and mix, food
manufacturers need to ensure consistent quality, regardless of where their products are
manufactured or distributed.
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